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Abstract

ecosystem besides bitcoin and ethereum, and to expanding the

application and technological boundaries of blockchain technology, so

that ordinary Internet users can feel the value of blockchain

technology.In gray cloud system, point-to-point value transfer can be

realized through value transfer protocol, and according to this protocol, a

decentralized application supporting multiple industries (finance, Internet

of things, supply chain, social welfare, etc.) can be built.

The gray cloud protocol is implemented through good design

principles and strategies, such as compatibility principles, modular

design policies, security policies, and ease of use policies. From a

technical point of view, we are committed to implementing the first compatible

BIP (based on UTXO model) POS intelligent contract platform, and

through the introduction of Identity, Oracle and Data feeds. In

terms of compliance, it meets the regulatory requirements of

different industries. In the public chain system of grey cloud, in

terms of consensus mechanism, considering the degree of

decentralization, practicability and technical reliability, we add

Incentive Factor of nodes online to form IPOS on the basis of Proof

of Stake .

Consensus agreement on Incentive POS.In the Permissioned Blockchain, we will

adopt the Proof of Time consensus protocol with Raft fusion proposed by the grey

cloud development team, which will greatly shorten the Time to reach consensus in

the alliance chain or private chain (BlockTime:250ms, Confirmation Time: 750ms-3s).

The grey cloud system will implement the blockchain-based contract

based on UTXO model, mainly considering the following factors:

Gray C loud P rotocol is committed to developing the third blockchain
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(1) compatibility with bitcoin ecology;(2) compatibility of BIP long-

term evolution protocol;(3) transaction parallel processing

capability/privacy/traceability.

In the grey cloud system, we divide Blockchain Contract into

intelligent Contract.

Smart Contract and Simple Contract, in addition to supporting Smart

Contract, we will introduce the factors under the chain to form the

blockchain Simple Contract in line with the real world business

logic.In addition, in terms of virtual machines, we will be compatible

with EVM in the gray cloud test network, and later support more virtual

machines, including LLVM and Lua and EVM2.0, by marking different virtual

machine types, as well as more rigorous programming languages developed

for VM.

In the gray cloud system, we can make blockchain through the design

of Oracle and Data Feed.
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Smart contracts are more grounded and in line with business rules,

building a bridge from the real world to the blockchain world. In

addition, in the gray cloud system, participants' identity information

can be managed through intelligent contracts, which will provide better

support for financial services based on the gray cloud system.Finally,

Go Mobile is also a strategy that gray cloud attaches great importance

to. In the ecosystem of gray cloud protocol, we will work with third-

party developers to provide Mobile terminal services, including Mobile

terminal wallet, Mobile terminal DAPP application and smart contract

service.We also encourage third-party developers to join us in

developing mobile terminal services of blockchain and jointly promote

the implementation of blockchain technology.
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Chapter 1: the rise of blockchain and the road to the

future

The birth of the blockchain marks the beginning of humanity to build

a truly trustworthy Internet. Through carding blocks can be found in the

rise and development of the chain, chain block notable is that can be

established between point to point in the network of reliable trust, in

addition to the value delivery process the interference of the mediation,

public information and privacy, both joint decision-making and protect

individual rights and interests, this mechanism improves the value of

interaction efficiency and reduce the cost.

From the point of economics, block value chain to create the new

interaction model based on centralized "weak", but this does not mean the

complete disappearance of all kinds of "center" in traditional society, the

future block chain will appear a lot of "multi-center" system, is given

priority to with league chain, the chain of private or hybrid chain, chain

blocks will further improve the efficiency in the "heart", and reduce its

quite part of the cost. At the strategic level, blockchain technology and

development trend have been studied.

From the perspective of technology, we believe that block chain is a

technical system that is jointly maintained by multiple parties, stores

data in block chain structure, USES cryptography to ensure the security

of transmission and access, and can realize consistent storage of data,

which cannot be tampered with, and cannot be denied.This technology has

brought infinite daydream space to the world, the global attention to

blockchain heat continues to rise, the world's major economies from the

national strategy level began to blockchain technology and development

trend research.
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1.1 The rise of the blockchain

1.1.1 Start by getting rid of third party constraints

Early on, people will block the chain as a classification on peer-to-peer

network books, since the birth of every transaction, all transfers and

transaction will be recorded in the "block" on, and the block between end to

end, form chain structure, and released to all the nodes on the network, the

node through consensus mechanism between consensus. Node members can access

the relevant transaction records according to their rights, but no single

node can easily control and change the data of the whole network.

The design comes from a 2008 paper by satoshi nakamoto called

"bitcoin: a peer-to-peer electronic cash system." The paper proposes that

it hopes to create a new type of electronic payment system that "is based on
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The principle of cryptography, rather than being based on credit, allows

any agreed parties to make payments directly, without the need for third-

party intermediaries.The paper gave birth to bitcoin, marking a big step

forward for the monetary system of human society.Bitcoin adopts the design

idea of an open distributed ledger, which really gets rid of the

constraints of third-party institutions.Then bitcoin entered a period of

rapid development.

On January 3, 2009, the first block of the blockchain was born,

which is also known as the creation block.

On January 12, 2009, satoshi nakamoto sent 10 bitcoins to

cryptography expert halfeni.

In July 2010, the bitcoin exchange Mt.Gox was established, and the

value of bitcoin was recognized by the world. In the years since,

bitcoin's anonymity has been driven by its mining mechanism, which

has caused huge resource consumption.

Challenges to traditional financial regulation have caused the price of

bitcoin to rise and fall.

1.1.2 From bitcoin to blockchain +

The birth of blockchain marks the beginning of human beings to build

a real trust Internet.

There is a new view that blockchain technology can build an

efficient and reliable value transmission system, promote the Internet

to become the network infrastructure to build social trust, and

realize the effective transmission of value, and call this the value

Internet. We note that blockchain provides a new social trust mechanism and

lays a new foundation for the development of digital economy. "blockchain +"

application innovation indicates a new direction of industrial innovation and

public service.Blockchain technology has been deployed and applied in the

world. Developed countries such as the United States, Britain, Japan, Germany,

Canada and Australia have recognized the huge application prospect of
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blockchain technology in the optimization of public services and social

mechanisms, and started to design the development path of blockchain.

Currently, there are two major application trends.

From the perspective of public service, blockchain technology is

exploring its application in public management, social security,

intellectual property management and protection, land ownership

management and other fields.Relevant practice shows that this technology

is helpful to improve public participation, reduce social operating costs,

improve the quality and efficiency of social management, and play an

important role in promoting the improvement of social management and

governance.

From the perspective of economy and society, blockchain economy has

sprouted. Many blockchain-based solutions can improve existing business

rules, build new industrial collaboration models, and improve the

efficiency of collaboration circulation.Both central Banks and major

commercial Banks, as well as the United Nations, the international

monetary fund and government research institutions of many countries have

paid great attention to "blockchain ".

Blockchain can provide systematic support for economic and social

transformation and upgrading. The significant advantage of

blockchain lies in.
.
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Optimization of business processes, reduction of operating costs and

improvement of synergy efficiency have been preliminarily reflected in

various social fields such as financial services, supply chain management,

intellectual property rights, intelligent manufacturing, social welfare

and education and employment.

1.2 The design idea of grey cloud block chain

Currency code open source since 2009, the community inside there

are many Altcoin chain project and other blocks, meaningful

Altcoin's project became the block chain technology laboratories

(except some meaningless Altcoin), to block chain technology

development and mature has a certain reference value (for example

NameCoin, etc.), in addition to some extend block boundary chain

technology project from different angles, such as ColorCoin

agreement, NXTCoin, Ripple and Stellar, BitShare, Dash, Maidsafe,

Factom, etc. Then there is the Ethereum project, which aims to

become a universal smart contract platform and a decentralized

application platform.

Main problems faced by blockchain technology:

1. There is no new intelligent contract platform. Currently, the

existing intelligent contract platform is mainly based on Proof of

Work (POW).

2. However, the consensus mechanism of Proof of Work (POW) is

difficult to be widely deployed by the industry.

3. Compatibility between different blockchain technologies, such

as the bitcoin ecosystem based on UTXO model and ethereum ecosystem

based on Account model, is difficult to achieve.

4. The consensus mechanism itself is not flexible because the

participants are different, and the requirements for consensus mechanism

are different in the public chain and the alliance chain.
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5. Lack of industry compliance considerations, such as identity

and KYC requirements in the financial industry, is difficult to ensure

in the existing blockchain system.

6. The existing blockchain system is highly closed. At present,

the trigger conditions of most intelligent contracts are mostly from

the blockchain system itself, and there are few external trigger

conditions, which lack of interaction with the real world.

In view of the challenges of the current blockchain industry, Grey

Cloud Protocol has carried out a series of innovations in blockchain

technology and concept: including the intelligent contract model based on

UTXO, the flexible consensus mechanism for public chain and alliance chain,
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The concept and implementation of simple contract of blockchain,

the separation of transaction ledger and intelligent contract

ledger, the design and implementation of Oracle and Data Feed, etc.

make the Grey Cloud Protocol become a bridge between the blockchain

world and the real business world.

Comparing with the development path of Internet technology, we find

that both the block chain technology itself and the application based on

the block chain technology are in the early development stage of the

industry, and there are many directions worth exploring.

Therefore, we hope to build a brand new blockchain ecosystem as an

alternative to the mutual networking value transfer protocol in the future

world, and take the ease of use of the whole blockchain industry a step

forward, which is why we designed the Grey Cloud Protocol. Gray cloud

protocol is committed to expanding the application and technology boundaries of

blockchain technology, so that ordinary Internet users can feel the value of

blockchain technology, and build a brand new ecosystem of developers and users

based on blockchain technology.

1.2.1 Design ideas at the economic level

Reducing cost is an important design idea of block chain technology.

In the blockchain system, participants can trade without knowing the

basic information of the other party, realizing "trust without trust"

and changing the traditional trust model centered on the third party.

There are many innovations in this design pattern, two of which are

noteworthy:

First, trading trust is determined by machines and algorithms.

Blockchain solves the mutual trust problem in the anonymous trading

process by constructing a trading system that relies on the trust of

machines and algorithms.All participants will be able to do so without the

need for a trusting relationship.
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Identity is determined through cryptography, and mutual trust is

realized through consensus mechanism.

Second, the trading process can be automated by the program.

Blockchain can automatically execute the contract reached by both parties

through programmable intelligent contract, eliminating artificial

interference factors and preventing any party's repudiation from the

system.So as to promote the economic society into an intelligent state

and realize the qualitative leap of the current economic trading

system.

Based on the "weak centralization" feature of blockchain technology,

the existing economic system can get rid of the current institutional

constraints or endorsement by the third party, and both parties can

directly realize the value delivery.This "weak centralization" feature

can effectively reduce transaction costs, improve transaction efficiency

and reduce the friction caused by transaction consistency.

1.2.2 Design ideas at the technical level

Generally speaking, blockchain can be regarded as a set of reliable

distributed data storage system with multiple participants. Its

uniqueness lies in the following aspects: first, multi-participation of

recording behavior, that is, all parties can participate in

recording;Secondly, the data.
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Multiple parties participate in storage and common maintenance, that is,

all parties participate in data storage and maintenance; The third is to

store data and contracts through chain, and can only read and write, not

tamper with.

In practice, this system can realize information sharing, consensus

and sharing among all participants, and can become the basic technical

framework of various business behaviors and organizations.
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1.3 The core technology of blockchain

Block chain technology is not a single technology, but a

comprehensive technology system based on the integration of various

research results.In our view, there are three essential core technologies:

consensus mechanism, cryptography principles and distributed data storage.

First, the consensus mechanism

The so-called consensus refers to the process in which multi-

participating nodes reach agreement on certain data, behaviors or

processes through interaction of multiple nodes under preset

rules.Consensus mechanism refers to the algorithms, protocols and rules

that define the consensus process.The consensus mechanism of blockchain has the

characteristics of "minority is subordinate to majority" and "everyone is equal",

among which "minority is subordinate to majority" does not refer to the number of

nodes completely, but can also refer to computing power, number of shares or other

characteristics that can be compared by computers."Everyone is equal" means

that when the nodes meet the conditions, all nodes have the right to put

forward the consensus result first, which is directly recognized by other

nodes and may become the final consensus result.

Second, cryptography principle

In the blockchain, the communication of information realizes the

mutual trust between the two parties according to the asymmetric digital

encryption technology of public key and private key.In the specific

implementation process, through the public and private key pair of a key

pair of information encryption, only with another key to unlock the

process. And after one of the secret keys is made public (that is, the

public public key), the other secret key (that is, the private key) cannot

be calculated according to the public public key.

Third, distributed storage

Distributed storage in blockchain means that participating nodes
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have independent and complete data storage respectively.Different

from the traditional distributed storage, the uniqueness of the

distributed storage of blockchain is mainly reflected in two aspects

Aspects: first, each node of the blockchain stores complete data in

accordance with the block chain structure. Traditional distributed storage

generally divides data into multiple parts according to certain rules for

storage.Second, the storage of each node in the blockchain is independent and

of equal status, and the consistency of storage is guaranteed by the consensus

mechanism, while the traditional distributed storage generally synchronizes

data to other backup nodes through the central node. Data nodes can be

different physical machines or instances in the cloud.
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Chapter 2 Grey Cloud Protocol solution

Based on independent innovation, Grey Cloud Protocol creates

"blockchain" solutions that provide enterprise-level services.Based on the

concept of "open sharing", the grey cloud agreement will build blockchain

infrastructure and open internal capacity to share with national enterprises,

jointly promote the development of trusted Internet and create a win-win

ecology of blockchain.

Gray cloud protocol has accumulated rich industry and technical

experience in payment and finance, virtual assets, e-commerce and other

fields, and has made industry-leading breakthroughs in highly

concurrent transaction processing.In addition, gray cloud protocol also

has the ability to deal with and analyze massive data and build financial

security system, and has accumulated rich experience in exploring cloud

ecology and industry connection.

2.1 Design principles and objectives

Blockchain is committed to providing enterprise-level blockchain

infrastructure, industry solutions, and secure, reliable and flexible

blockchain cloud services.

Independent innovation: gray cloud protocol attaches great importance

to independent innovation. At present, it has owned a number of unique

core technologies of independent intellectual property rights in key

fields, and has patents and technical accumulation in consensus

algorithm, billion user management, massive data concurrent processing,

account security management, risk control and other aspects.

Safe and efficient: based on the accumulation of years of safe and

reliable operation experience of grey cloud in the field of payment
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and finance, the credible block chain of grey cloud is launched, which

can effectively realize information sharing, protect information

security and improve system efficiency.

Open sharing: grey cloud will build blockchain infrastructure,

open internal service capacity, share with industry partners, jointly

promote the development of trusted Internet, and create a win-win

ecology of blockchain.

Grey cloud trusted blockchain is designed to provide industry

partners with enterprise-level blockchain infrastructure, industry

solutions, and secure, reliable and flexible blockchain cloud services.

Through high-performance blockchain service, on the premise of realizing safe

and reliable transaction docking, through visual data management means,

enterprise operation comprehensive cost is effectively reduced and operation

efficiency is improved.

2.2 The overall architecture

Under the guidance of the design principle of "independent

innovation, safety, efficiency, openness and sharing", the trusted

block chain of Grey Cloud Protoco.
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The overall architecture of the scheme is divided into three levels: the

underlying layer of Grey Cloud Protocol is the underlying platform

independently developed by grey cloud, which provides block chain basic

services for the upper application scenarios through the interfaces of

SQL and API. The core positioning is to build a leading enterprise block

chain foundation platform.

Middle is the platform for product service layer, on the bottom to

build a high availability and scalability of the block chain

application foundation platform products, including sharing books,

forensic services, sharing economy, digital assets, such as multiple

directions, the basis of integration related product features, help

enterprise quickly set up the upper block chain application scenario.

The application service layer provides reliable, safe and fast

blockchain applications to end users. In the future, gray cloud will

work with industry partners and technology suppliers to jointly explore

the development direction of industry blockchain and jointly promote

the implementation of blockchain application scenarios.

2.2.1 The underlying platform

User management: responsible for the management of identity

information of all blockchain participants, including the maintenance

of public-private key generation, key storage management, and the

maintenance of correspondence between users' real identities and

blockchain addresses, etc., and in the case of authorization,

supervise and audit the transaction of some real identities. The

application of digital assets and other financial transactions,
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It also provides a rule configuration of risk control to ensure the

security of system transactions.

Basic services: the basic services are deployed on all the nodes of

the blockchain to verify the validity of business requests and record

the agreed valid requests to the storage.For a new business request, the

basic service first analyzes the interface adaptation, authenticates the

processing, and then USES the consensus algorithm to add the signature and

encryption of the transaction or contract, and store it to the Shared

ledger in a complete and consistent way.The consensus mechanism can be

adaptive and has high concurrency under normal network and node conditions,

and strong fault tolerance under abnormal network or spoofing of nodes.

Intelligent contracts: responsible for the registration and issuance

of contracts and the trigger and execution of contracts. The user

defines the contract logic through a programming language, publishes it

on the block chain, and then, according to the logic of the contract

terms, it is triggered by the user's signature or other events to

execute and complete the logic of the transaction settlement and other

contracts.

Operation monitoring: responsible for deployment, configuration

modification, contract setting and real-time visualization output of

product operation in the process of product release, such as alarm,

trading volume, network status, node health status, etc.

2.2.2 Platform service layer

The platform product and service layer abstracts all kinds of

typical blockchain applications, provides the basic capabilities and

implementation framework of typical applications, and users can

superimpose their own unique features based on these basic capabilities

to easily complete the blockchain implementation of business logic.Help

users to move existing businesses to blockchain quickly to meet the needs
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of new scenarios, or build new business scenarios, and solve the

previously difficult problems by using the features of blockchain, such as

tamperability and anti-repudiation.

Digital assets: based on the analysis of digital assets such as

virtual currency, game equipment, commercial paper, points and card

coupons, we find that the chain of assets is a key link.To this end, the

concept of "asset gateway" is introduced to assist the user in the

transformation of assets down the chain to assets on the chain.Once the

assets are linked up, transfer, split, withdrawal and other operations

are strictly controlled through the account public-private key system,

and all operations are verified with signatures, leaving traces that

cannot be erased by both parties.For assets with validity period such as

commercial paper and card certificates, it will also provide the

capability of automatic liquidation at maturity, including asset issuance,

asset transfer, asset withdrawal, asset liquidation and asset inquiry.

Forensic services: in view of the intellectual property rights,

policy preservation (interest), individual and enterprise

qualification certificate application scenarios, such as block

chain's ability to give full play to erase and fair show, let the

organizations and individuals through a simple interface or the

client APP can put the copyright information, insurance information

and credentials to block chain, let all billing nodes to testify for

himself.In addition, business operators must pad capital. block
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Chain natural Shared accounts, so that reconciliation need not be sent the

next day summary, but can be carried out at any time, as long as the two

sides of the reconciliation logic on the block chain, can complete the

check of funds.Quasi-real-time transaction confirmation and fund transfer

can be basically realized, and neither party can deny.Especially for the

capital chain is relatively long, involving more links of business is very

competitive advantage.Regulators could also be involved in sharing the

books.

Sharing economy: a key factor for the long-term development of sharing

economy is the establishment of trust between supply and demand parties to

ensure the smooth implementation of sharing behavior, while block chain

provides a way to achieve it from the technical level. The endorsement of

technical guarantee ability makes it difficult for multiple participants to

trust each other and establish credibility together. The same effect can be

achieved by eliminating the need for intermediate institutions or service

platforms to build a strong internal audit process, a rigorous and

complicated accounting backup system, and additional facilities with

regulatory agencies. This saves a lot of cost and makes sharing more

efficient and feasible.

2.2.3 Application services layer

The application services layer provides application services based

on blockchain solution to end users.The application service layer in

the Grey Cloud Protocol solution will try its best to provide various

blockchain services for the vast number of users of grey cloud. In the

future, it will provide users with credible, safe and convenient

blockchain services in digital bills, precious metal trading,

intellectual property protection, network mutual assistance,

institutional settlement and settlement, public welfare and other

scenarios.In line with the principle of open sharing, the Grey Cloud Protocol
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will cooperate with various industry partners to explore more application

scenarios of blockchain, open the capabilities of the bottom layer of

blockchain and the application layer of platform, jointly develop new

application services and maintain the blockchain ecology.

2.3 The underlying platform

2.3.1 Basic services

The basic service module consists of interface adaptation,

consensus management, network communication and record storage.
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The interface adapter

For convenient and low-cost access to Grey Cloud Protocol, Trust SQL

provides SQL and API interfaces to the application layer, among which

API interfaces support synchronous and asynchronous operation

modes.After the interface adaptation layer analyzes the business

request, authenticates and verifies the signature, it records the

business request to the ledger through the consensus algorithm.As the

client of the consensus management module, the interface adaptation

module also participates in consensus management. The interface

adaptation module is mainly responsible for the summary and consistency

judgment of the returned results of each consensus node.In addition, when

using the "improved ft-raft" consensus algorithm with proprietary

intellectual property, the interface adaptation module also receives

election switch requests from the business side, which are summarized by

the interface adaptation module.When the switching conditions are met, the

consensus management module is notified to re-elect.

Consensus management

Consensus mechanism is the core technology of blockchain. Under the

preset rules, nodes with multiple participants reach a consensus on

data, behavior or process through the interaction between nodes, which

is called consensus.Consensus mechanism refers to the algorithms,

protocols and rules that define the consensus process.

Consensus mechanism can be divided into two types according to the

process of consensus.The second type is consensus after absolute consensus,

which is confirmation.Gray cloud protocol provides the second kind of

consensus mechanism, which supports two modes: adaptive and user-specified

configuration.Adaptive model is a node in the network is in good condition,

no fraud automatically using consensus under the condition of high

efficiency, able to fraud, with independent intellectual property rights
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"improved raft" algorithm, when fraud nodes or nodes failure more than

threshold automatically switch to the more rigorous, with independent

intellectual property rights "improved BFT - raft" algorithm.User-

specified configuration mode means that users directly configure

fixed consensus mechanism for consensus management.

Network communication
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The network communication module is responsible for the

transmission of message data between nodes and on the service side.Gray

cloud protocol adopts dynamic self-organizing network which can be

multiplexed and connected and Shared.It can be well compatible with

existing firewalls, proxy servers and other security facilities to provide

point-to-point networking and secure and reliable data transmission.

The record store

Gray cloud protocol record storage can support storage of various

media, including database, file system and cloud storage medium, such

as cloud DB, cloud KV, etc. The record storage adopts the structure of

block chain, and any tampering with historical data can be detected by

self-checking, warning and automatic correction.

2.3.2 User management

User management mainly solves the mapping relationship between user

identity and blockchain address, the confidentiality of user privacy

and the traceability of regulatory audit. From the perspective of business

scenarios, some scenarios require anonymity and transaction irrelevance, such as

stock trading and digital currency, while some scenarios do not require anonymity

and irrelevance, such as mutual insurance and source tracking. To accommodate

these two scenarios, key management needs strong adaptability and

compatibility.Gray cloud protocol provides users with a variety of flexible

configuration options.

From the perspective of user access, one is the original system

access block chain, there are higher security level of key management

system, such as organization liquidation, bank factoring, etc., another

kind is a new application scenarios access block chain or the original

system is not perfect key management system, such as some supply chain

business and some B2C business, etc.In order to inherit the original key

management system with higher security level and retain the usage habits
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of the original users, Grey Cloud Protocol provides three modes:

traditional key system integration, full hosting and partial hosting.

Traditional key system integration: it is applicable to users with

high security level of the original private key system, such as:

financial institutions, Banks' original U shield, electronic signature,

etc. For such users, the Grey Cloud Protocol only needs to associate the

original user's private key system with the block chain address.

Partial hosting: it is applicable to the scenario where some subjects

accessing blockchain services have key system with higher security level

or intercommunication of various blockchain technologies. In the case of

partial hosting, gray cloud protocol to ensure the multi-party blockchain

address association and consistency.

Full hosting: suitable for new access to the scene and the original

Internet habits of the higher level of scene. The original system of user

name and password is matched with the secure key generation and

management system to isolate user information from blockchain address and

protect user privacy and security.For the fully managed mode, the user

management system of Grey Cloud Protocol consists of account management, key

management, permission management and risk control audit.
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Account management

Account management is responsible for the user's account management,

including account registration, login, logout and account and key

irrelevant processing.When the account is registered, the user name,

password and other identity information used by the original user is

mapped to the gray cloud protocol address.After the account is logged in,

the blockchain related business request can be sent. For scenarios with

high transaction confidentiality, users can choose gray cloud protocol

address irrelevancy processing, so that different transactions of the same

user are not correlated in block record storage, improving user security

and transaction confidentiality.

Key management

Under the mode of full custody, the key management system is

responsible for the association of user key and account, key security

management and lost and recovered.The user key is generated on the client

side, and the user can choose to save the key in the key safe or delegate to

an associated account so that the key can be recovered after it is lost.In

order to ensure the reliability of the relationship between user account

and key, the key management system USES multi-node chain storage to

store the signature of the relationship.

Rights management

The authority management module is responsible for the control and

management of user account, key system, node entry and exit, data

access and other rights.It includes audit authority, account authorization

authority, node consensus authority and user data access authority. Audit

authority is to provide the audit function for the regulatory agency, to

access authority and data range to do strict control, to share the account

transactions are not relevant users can achieve user association. Account

delegation authority is used to control access control of the user account
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delegation relationship.Consensus authority manages consensus authority

for participating or newly joining nodes.Access rights are used to

manage client access to data on the blockchain.

The audit risk control

Risk control module is responsible for the trading behavior of

blocks in the chain of digital assets risk control, grey clouds

protocol provide risk control model of expert system, through the

analysis and capture the deep relationship between huge amounts of data,

adaptive adjustment of risk control rules, timely found risk,

management risk control and risk control, to nip in the bud.The audit

module is the audit machine.
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The audit capability is provided by strict authority control to ensure

that the audit capability can only be used by the audit institution.

2.3.3 Intelligent contract management

The grey cloud contract includes standard contract and business

customization contract.Standard contracts include contracts with

relatively simple logic, such as asset consistency check, automatic

transaction matching, transfer confirmed by multiple parties, and

automatic settlement at maturity. They are built-in contracts of Grey

Cloud Protocol and can be directly linked to blockchain.Custom smart

contracts include configuration changes and additional business logic in

the form of contract templates, as well as support for more complex user-

programmed contracts that run in separate environments.

Intelligent contract includes four parts: registration, trigger,

execution and cancellation

Contract registration

Contract registration is the process of storing the consensus to

blockchain after the security check written by the user.Future plans

for the Grey Cloud Protocol support multiple languages for writing

smart contracts.

After the registration of the contract, external conditions are used to

trigger the process of contract execution, supporting timing trigger, event

trigger, transaction trigger and other ways of contract trigger.Timing

trigger refers to the process of automatically triggering the contract call

after meeting the preset time in the contract and the node triggers the

time consensus.Events, trades, and other contract invocations are all

triggered during a new request consensus process.

Contract to perform

Contract execution is the complete process of contract code

running in a separate environment, including contract construction
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mirror environment, code execution, consensus on state modification

in execution code, and exception handling of consensus.

Contract cancellation

Contract cancellation is to transfer and clean up contracts that

have been executed, expired or no longer needed after the change of

business requirements. The cleaning process can only be completed

after multi-node consensus.

2.3.4 Operation monitoring management

In order to quickly access customers and access to the system can

quickly and accurately identify the running state as well
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Meet other operation and maintenance requirements in operation, such as

storage account expansion, program upgrade, etc.Grey Cloud Protocol

provides a complete, fast and visual operation monitoring system, which

mainly includes configuration, monitoring, alarm, release and business

analysis.

configuration

Responsible for dealing with the relevant configuration of network

nodes, such as the selection of consensus algorithm, adaptive threshold,

storage method of ledger, network routing method, etc., the

configuration itself can be issued as a transaction in the block chain,

and it will take effect after consensus algorithm is reached.

monitoring

Responsible for collecting the state data of the system operation

and presenting it visually. The state data in the system includes the

traffic, time consumption, health status of nodes and the utilization

status of the underlying machine resources (CPU, memory, hard disk),

etc.

Through visual monitoring, the status of the

whole blockchain system can be understood in

real time. The alarm

For the serious cases in the system, such as fraud node, account

tampering, machine failure, etc., please inform the relevant personnel

through SMS, telephone, WeChat, email, etc., so as to timely deal with them.

release

The first deployment of the system, program upgrade during operation

and node expansion during operation can be supported by the release

module.Publishing module guarantees the consistency of executable

programs of important modules such as interface and consensus algorithm.

Business analysis

Business analysis includes data consistency detection among
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various nodes and statistics and analysis of multi-dimensional

transaction data, which can provide specific authorized users with

business statistical analysis and charts of business development

trend.

Cloud adaptation

Cloud adaptation provides the interface adaptation of current

cloud mainstream operators, which can make the gray cloud protocol

more convenient to be deployed on the cloud, convenient for

maintenance and expansion.

2.4 Technical features and advantages

Under the design principle of "independent innovation, safety,

efficiency and open sharing", the enterprise-level infrastructure services

created by Grey Cloud Protocol have the following characteristics: high

performance, high security, high-speed access and efficient operation.
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1. High performance: relying on the massive concurrent experience

of gray cloud, transaction supports second-level confirmation;Provide

massive data storage, with processing capacity of 10,000 levels per

second;

2. High security: provide rich permission policies, secure key

management system and user privacy and confidentiality scheme to

ensure data security.

3. High-speed access: rich application development framework and

flexible deployment mode make it convenient for different types of

users to quickly access and build applications;

4. Efficient operation: provide comprehensive, real-time and

visual operation and maintenance management system, quickly identify

the system state, and meet the operation and management requirements

of multiple levels.

2.4.1 A high performance

Efficient adaptive consensus algorithm

In enterprise blockchain solutions, the concurrent processing

capability of a single blockchain is mainly subject to consensus

algorithms.In the actual application of alliance chain, the network

condition between each node is good most of the time, and the probability of

node failure or Byzantine node is small. Therefore, in most of the time,

only the data consistency of multiple nodes needs to be solved and the

transaction can be completed efficiently. As long as the detection of node

failure or fraud, can automatically switch to a Byzantine fault-tolerant

algorithm can ensure the smooth operation of the business. The adaptive

blockchain consensus algorithm provided by Grey Cloud Protocol has high

processing efficiency in the case of good network condition, no node

fault or fraud, and can accurately detect node fault or fraud.When node

failure or fraud is detected, the system automatically adopts the algorithm
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feature of Byzantium fault tolerance to ensure the normal operation of the

system when the fault tolerance node is less than 1/3 of the total number of

nodes.When all the bad nodes have been repaired or the Byzantine fault-

tolerant nodes have been solved and all the data of all the nodes can be

consistent, automatically cut back to the efficient algorithm.The adaptive

algorithm can ensure the efficient concurrent processing of the alliance chain

most of the time and accurately deal with the problem of node error.

Quick trade confirmation

The Grey Cloud Protocol adopts an efficient and adaptive consensus

algorithm to ensure the transaction confirmation upon the completion of

consensus, and optimizes other links in the transaction confirmation

process, such as signature algorithm and ledger storage mode, so as to

realize the second-level confirmation transaction.

Mass storage

The gray cloud protocol supports local database storage, file system

storage and cloud storage.Local storage realizes hot and cold

separation, database storage USES the mode of dividing library and

tables, and cloud storage supports clustering rules of cloud
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Extension.

2.4.2 High speed access

The actual business docking scenarios can be roughly divided into three

categories: first, access to blockchain after the original system

transformation; second, development of blockchain for new requirements on

the original system; third, use of blockchain in brand new systems and

scenarios. Grey clouds agreement in order to adapt to the above three kinds

of scenes, in line with the business development effort as far as possible, as

far as possible to meet user's original development habits, convenient

deployment, the principle of keeping the original security system, the way in

the user's business development, deployment and security on the inheritance to

do a lot of compatibility design, can achieve various scenarios, to develop a

habit of users can at a relatively low cost, fast speed to receive block chain.

Meet a variety of user habits access

The product layer of Grey Cloud Protocol platform provides a rich

framework for application development. Application types include basic

application models such as digital assets, Shared accounts,

authentication, share crowdfunding and ownership transaction.Users can

conduct business development based on these application development

frameworks, or directly based on the SQL and API provided by the underlying

gray cloud protocol. The library of the underlying API used in business

development provides multi-language support, which can meet the
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development habits of different users and reduce the difficulty of user

access.
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Cross-platform deployment

Gray cloud protocol can support cloud deployment, server deployment and

other deployment methods according to different user requirements, and adapt

to a variety of user deployment environments.

Optional key management docking mechanism

Gray cloud protocol provides three docking mechanisms, namely, the

original key system association, partial custody and full custody. When

docking with the existing system, the appropriate docking mechanism can

be selected according to the actual situation of the key management

system of the existing system. If the security degree of the original key

system is high, the original key association method can be reused. New

business can choose key management full custody mode; You can also choose a

partially managed approach based on your business situation.

2.4.3 High security

Reliable and consistent record storage

The gray cloud protocol guarantees that the business request

cannot be tampered in the transmission process through the digital

signature of asymmetric encryption, and ensures the consistent storage

of data of each node through the consensus mechanism.For the stored

data records, the stored data records can not be modified by self-
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checking and quasi-real-time multi-node data checking within the nodes.

Node self-checkability:

Gray cloud protocol adopts block chain structure to store data

records, where the modification of some records will destroy the

integrity of block chain structure, and data can be quickly verified

and recovered from other nodes.In addition, each billing node in the gray

cloud protocol has its own private key, and each block header contains the

signature of the node's private key, and the modification of data in the

block can be verified through the signature.

Multi-node quasi-real-time data validation
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When the private key of a node is stolen, it is possible for

malicious users to modify all the data in the ledger chain. The gray

cloud protocol provides a quasi-real-time data comparison mechanism

among multiple nodes, so as to timely discover the tampering of the

ledger data of a node.

User privacy and transaction confidentiality

User information and blockchain address are isolated in the gray

cloud protocol.The associated user information cannot be obtained from

the record store of each node.User information storage has access

control, authentication, encryption storage and other layers of

protection.Users with high confidentiality of transactions can also choose

the mechanism of transaction irrelevance, in which each transaction of the

same user is mapped to different addresses on the block chain, so as to

ensure the relevance of multiple transactions of a user cannot be obtained

in the transaction book.

Secure key management system

In the key management solution of Grey Cloud Protocol, the functions

of key safe box and user account delegation are provided to ensure the

security of the key.The key safe USES user information to encrypt and

store the key on several different nodes. Under normal business process, the

key safe will not be accessed. When the user key is lost, the key can be

retrieved through authentication of user information.Account delegation is

to achieve the function of account retrieval by operating the entrusted
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account through the entrusted account. All entrusted account operations in

the gray cloud protocol will be recorded on the block chain independently,

and there are strict frequency limits and independent risk control

strategies for the operation of the entrusted account, which can strictly

control the operational risks of the entrusted account.

2.4.4 Efficient operation

The gray cloud protocol implements visual service delivery and

visual service measurement.In terms of service delivery, the whole

service delivery process is managed visually from code compilation,

testing, grayscale environment acceptance to formal environment

deployment.In terms of service measurement, data are classified into

standardized levels, from infrastructure, upper components, application

services, to the user side. Based on the application topology architecture,

all kinds of indicators are collected and unified into one point.
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Analysis platform in the show.

Grey clouds agreement provides a general efficient information

acquisition components, deployed in the business layer, consensus node

layer and storage layer, books information acquisition components of

the machine system information (such as CPU, memory, hard disk, network,

etc), node using state nodes (such as traffic, access, consumption,

health status, etc.), and business use

(business visits, success rate, time consumption distribution, etc.)

are displayed on the monitoring interface in real time, which

facilitates the management of the whole system.

2.5 Industry application prospect
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Chapter 3 key industries of block chain development

3.1 The financial sector

Financial services industry is the driving force of global economic

development and one of the most centralized industries. Information

asymmetry between the two parties in the financial market makes it

impossible to establish an effective credit mechanism, and there are a

large number of centralized credit intermediaries and information

intermediaries in the industrial chain, which slows down the operation

efficiency of the system and increases the cost of capital transactions.

Block open, do not tamper with the attribute chain technology,

provides the decentralization of trust mechanism may, have the potential

to change the financial infrastructure and all kinds of financial assets,

such as shares, bonds, bills, warehouse receipt, fund share can be

integrated into the chain block books, become a digital assets on the

chain, the chain block for storage, transfer, transaction.So that its
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application in the field of finance broad prospects. For example, there are

typical applications in cross-border payment, insurance claims, securities

trading and bills.

In (cross-border) payment, through the block chain technology, realize

the money transfer, especially in cross-border payments on the potential

advantages of particularly prominent, establish direct interaction between

multinational people receiving, simplify the processing procedure, and

realize real-time settlement, improve transaction efficiency, reduce

business costs, thus promoting cross-border development of business models,

such as micropayments. The typical application is Visa B2BConnect. The B2B

cross-border payment project jointly developed by international bank card

organization Visa and blockchain company Chain is scheduled to launch in

2019
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It was tested at 30 Banks in 10 countries. The blockchain system jointly

developed by Visa and Chain can realize real-time processing of

payment transactions, thus improving efficiency and reducing costs.

In terms of insurance claims, insurance institutions are the core

of traditional insurance business, responsible for fund collection,

investment and claims, and often have high management and operating

costs.Through the application of intelligent contract, there is no need for

the application of the policyholder or the approval of the insurance

company, as long as the claim conditions are triggered to realize the

automatic settlement of the insurance policy and pay the claim amount.The

data on the block chain is real and hard to tamper with, which can effectively

simplify the processing process of insurance policy claims, reduce the

processing cost and reduce the probability of claim fraud. In addition, through

the block chain technology, the digital management of personal data can be

realized and information authentication can be simplified, which is conducive to

clearer disclosure of historical information.

The typical application case is LenderBot, which was developed by

blockchain companies Stratumn and deloitte in 2016

Deloitte launched in cooperation with payment service provider

Lemonway, which allows people to register customized micro

insurance products through the chat function of Facebook Messenger

to insure high-value items exchanged between individuals, while

block chain replaces the role of a third party in the loan

contract.

In terms of securities trading, the traditional securities business

requires the deep participation of intermediaries to effectively

complete stock issuance and trading. By integrating the equity into the

block chain and becoming a digital asset, the transaction can be

initiated directly without intermediaries. The issuance of assets may be

conducted in a confidential or public manner as required. The stock asset
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transaction expresses the contract agreed by all parties through the block

chain code, so as to realize the automatic execution of the contract, and

ensure that the relevant contract is only visible between the

counterparties, and confidential to the irrelevant third party.

In addition, we will further reduce regulatory compliance costs by

ensuring that securities issuance and trading meet regulatory

requirements and frameworks through appropriate mechanisms. The typical

application case is Linq platform, a private equity trading platform

launched in January 2016 by nasdaq in cooperation with blockchain

enterprise Chain, which promotes the transfer and sale of private

equity in a brand new way.

Private equity issuers through the Linq platform enjoy digital ownership,

while the Linq platform can greatly reduce settlement time, cost of capital and

systemic risk. In addition, the approval process required for traditional

issuance and purchase of materials has been further simplified to

improve trading and management efficiency.The identity of the trading

party, trading volume and other information are recorded on the block

chain in real time, which is beneficial to the securities issuer to

improve the decision-making efficiency. An open, transparent and

traceable system is conducive to market maintenance by securities issuers

and regulatory authorities, and reduces the occurrence of shady practices,

insider trading, etc.

In terms of negotiable instruments, a new digital negotiable

instruments business model is established based on the blockchain

technology architecture. With the help of distributed high fault

tolerance and asymmetric encryption algorithm, the decentralized

transfer of negotiable instruments' value can be realized and the

traditional business can be reduced
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The dependence of the bill trading center in the model reduces the

operation and operation risk brought by the system centralization.

Through the programmability of block chain, the asset mismatch in the

intermediary market can be effectively controlled, and the authenticity

of market transaction price reflecting capital demand can be promoted by

virtue of the transparency of data, so as to control market risks.Block

chain technology can not be tampered with the time stamp and the

characteristics of the whole network open, effectively prevent "sell

more than one ticket", "payment endorsement is not synchronized" and

other problems.

3.2 Internet of things

The current Internet of things ecosystem relies on a centralized

network management architecture, and all devices are connected through

cloud servers.With the expansion of network scale, the infrastructure and

maintenance of centralized cloud servers, large servers and network

equipment will take up a high cost.In the decentralized vision of the

Internet of things, blockchain is a framework for interacting devices to

facilitate transaction processing and collaboration, and each device on

the network can operate as an independent, micro business entity.

In 2015, IBM and samsung teamed up to create ADEPT, a system that

IBM and samsung hope will automate all sorts of devices in the Internet

of things, and theoretically cause appliances to malfunction

They can send signals automatically and update software

automatically. Even ADEPT can communicate with nearby devices and

improve energy efficiency. In ADEPT, the blockchain will be used as a

distributed ledger when billions of devices automatically interact with

each other, significantly reducing the cost of ADEPT as a bridge between

devices by embedding protocols in the system.

In addition, Visa and DocuSign jointly launched the blockchain car
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rental project.In October 2015, Visa and DocuSign, a digital

transaction management company, jointly launched the proof-of-concept

program, which USES blockchain technology to record and keep car

rental data and promote the digitization of the car rental

process.This project creates digital fingerprints for customers on the

blockchain, registers them on the chain, records transactions, car rental

agreements, insurance items and other contents through distributed ledger,

and simplifies the tedious steps in the traditional car rental process.

3.3 Public service area

Public service is a factor that promotes economic growth and social

progress. The supply of public service exerts an important influence on

various subjects, systems, cultures, attitudes and behaviors in the process

of political, economic and social development.Traditional notarization

relies on the government, while the limited data dimension and

unestablished information chain of historical data often make the

government and schools unable to obtain complete and effective

information.Blockchain can be used to create digital proof that cannot be

tampered with.
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Digital rights, intellectual property rights, certificates and the public

welfare sectors can all be used to establish new authentication mechanisms

and improve the management level of public services.

Culture: use blockchain technology to integrate and accelerate the

circulation of all links in the cultural industry chain, effectively shortening

the period of value creation. Through the block chain technology, works

can be authenticated to prove the existence of text, video, audio and

other works and ensure the authenticity and uniqueness of

ownership.Works are confirmed on the block chain, and subsequent

transactions will be recorded in real time, so as to realize the whole

life cycle management of the entertainment industry, which can also serve

as a technical guarantee for judicial evidence collection.Digital

certification can guarantee the integrity and consistency of data and protect

intellectual property rights. For example, Ujo Music platform has established

a new model of Music copyright management platform with the help of blockchain,

which enables song creators to establish direct contact with consumers,

eliminating middlemen's fee commission.

Education: use blockchain technology to solve problems such as

incomplete student credit system, limited data dimension and lack of

verification means, simplify process and improve operation efficiency,

and timely avoid problems such as opaque information and easy

tampering.Record students' information across regions and universities in

blockchain, track students' behavior records in campus, and build a benign

credit ecosystem.In addition, blockchain can provide digital proof that can't

be tampered with for academic achievements, which can provide evidence basis

for academic disputes and reduce labor and time cost of disputes. For example,

BitProof launched the blockchain education certification program. BitProof

is a start-up company specializing in document authentication by using

blockchain technology. The company cooperated with Holberton School, a

training School for software engineers in California, to issue
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academic certificates to students by using blockchain technology, so

as to realize the authenticity of academic records.At the same time,

through the blockchain education credential verification system, the

recruiters can quickly obtain the information of students' education

credentials and diplomas through the online blockchain system when

conducting students' background investigations, reducing the risk of

academic credential falsification.

Property rights registration: at present, the real estate transaction

market has problems such as lack of transparency, cumbersome procedures,

fraud risks and public records errors during and after the transaction.The

application of blockchain technology can realize the recording and tracking

of land ownership, house deeds, liens and other information, and ensure the

accuracy and verification of relevant documents.In addition, the block chain

technology can be used to achieve paperless and real-time trading. For example,

Ubitquity, a us real estate blockchain company, developed a file secure

storage blockchain platform suitable for the real estate industry.From the

perspective of specific operation, the application of block chain

technology in housing property rights protection can reduce the time

of property search, realize the sharing of property rights information,

avoid fraudulent behaviors in the process of real estate transactions,

and improve the operation efficiency of the real estate industry.

Medical health: medical institutions are faced with the problem of

not sharing data securely across platforms. Establishing good data

collaboration between medical providers can help further improve

diagnostic accuracy, improve treatment effectiveness, and reduce the

risk of complications.
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Health care costs. Based on blockchain technology, participants in the medical

industry chain can share network access rights without threatening the security

and integrity of data. In addition, with the growth of personal health data,

the centralized storage of important health data, such as genes and

fingerprints, could have disastrous consequences in the event of large-

scale leakage.The algorithm ensures the security of the database and avoids

the overall collapse of the database caused by single point of failure. Block

chain technology is expected to bring financial data security guarantee to the

medical and health industry.For example, the Guardtime medical records

management project. Security startup Guardtime is working with the

Estonian electronic health foundation to secure patient medical records

using blockchain technology. Security risks existing in sensitive data

protection include information tampering, deletion and error upgrading.

Block chain technology can guarantee the authenticity and integrity of data

and fully record the data change process, so as to realize real-time

protection of medical records and health files.

3.4 The charitable sector

Charities must have credibility to receive sustained support, and

transparency is a prerequisite.The public is concerned about the effect of

donated money and materials. It's important to know what they're doing, how

much they're spending, and how much they cost.The level of public trust and

the effectiveness of public interest determine whether public institutions can

gain public recognition and lasting support.However, in the past few years,

there have been some "black swan" incidents in the public charity industry, which

have greatly damaged people's trust in the public charity industry.Public

welfare information is not transparent and not open, is the public opinion on

public welfare institutions, public welfare industry the biggest doubt. Public

welfare transparency affects public credibility, which determines the

development speed of public welfare. The labor cost of information disclosure is
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also an important factor hindering the improvement of transparency of public

institutions.

In essence, blockchain is a trust mechanism reconstructed by using

distributed technology and consensus algorithm, which promotes public

trust with common trust force.The data stored on the block chain is highly

reliable and can't be tampered with, so it is naturally suitable for social

welfare scenarios.Relevant information in the public welfare process, such

as donation project, fundraising details, fund flow, and feedback from

recipients, can be stored on the block chain, which can be conditionally

publicized on the premise of meeting the requirements of privacy

protection of project participants and other relevant laws and

regulations.

In order to further improve the transparency of public welfare,

public welfare organizations, payment institutions, audit institutions

and other institutions can join as nodes in the block chain system,

operate in the form of alliance, to facilitate the public and social

supervision, make blockchain truly become a "trust machine", and

contribute to the rapid and healthy development of social welfare.

Smart contract technology in blockchain can also play a role in

social welfare scenarios. For some more complex public welfare

scenarios, such as targeted donation, batch donation, conditional

donation, etc., it is very suitable to use smart matching.
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Contract to manage. Make the public welfare behavior completely comply

with the pre-set conditions, more objective, transparent, credible,

eliminate the cheating behavior in the process.

With the combination of blockchain and public welfare, there are a

lot of application scenarios and imagination space. At present, there

have been real application cases put into production and put online.In

July 2016, alipay cooperated with public welfare foundation to set up

the first public welfare project based on blockchain on its charity

donation platform, raising funds for hearing-impaired children to help

them "regain new voices". In this project, donors can see the feedback

information of a "love delivery record", which shows the whole process of

transferring their donations from the payment platform to the foundation account

and finally entering the designated account of the recipient on the basis of

necessary privacy protection. All the above information comes from the data on

the block chain, which not only technically guarantees the authenticity of

public welfare data, but also helps public welfare projects save the cost of

information disclosure, which fully reflects the value of public welfare of

block chain.

3.5 Supply chain domain

Block chain technology is helpful to improve the efficiency of supply

chain management. As the data is open and transparent among the trading

parties, a complete and smooth information flow can be formed in the

whole supply chain, which can ensure that the parties involved can timely

discover the problems existing in the operation of the supply chain

system, and find targeted solutions to solve the problems, so as to

improve the overall efficiency of supply chain management. Blockchain

technology can avoid supply chain disputes. The characteristics of non-

tamperable data and time-stamp proof of existence can be well used to solve the

disputes among the participants in the supply chain system, so as to achieve
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easy proof and accountability. Blockchain technology can be used for

product anti-counterfeiting.

The combination of data non-tampering and transaction traceability

can eliminate the problem of fake and shoddy products in the process

of product circulation in the supply chain. Block chain, for example,

London start-up Provenance provides supply chain services, traced by

record on block chain retail supply chain on the whole flow of

information, product materials, raw materials and product information

such as the origin and history of the searching and tracking, improve

transparency and authenticity of the information on the supply chain.

Through integration of Provenance block chain platform, product

manufacturing, transportation and trade links in the process of entire

information, rebuild the credit system in the supply chain, promote

the benign development of the system.

We have noticed that blockchain technology has been emerging in the

world. From the perspective of business, with the security features and

trust mechanism of blockchain, it will become an important technical

engine for the development of digital economy, which can play a role in

multiple industries, with huge development potential in industrial

application fields. However, from the perspective of industry IT system

requirements, to build applications on blockchain, blockchain solutions

need to have three powerful underlying capabilities: first, perfect

compatibility/switching ability between old and new systems, second,

brand new system security capability.
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User privacy protection capability applicable to multiple scenarios.

Based on the above requirements, the ash cloud agreement provides

high availability, extensible application block chain foundation

platform, through this platform, the partner can quickly set up the

upper block chain in the field of application, help enterprises to focus

on the business itself and the commercial mode of operation, let users,

businesses and institutions in various application scenarios.

Chapter 4 team introduction
The gray cloud team is a young team with dreams, feelings and strong

executive force.The grey cloud team has years of project experience.Under

the strong strength of the team and broad and solid network resources, the

grey cloud team and a number of virtual currency industry to work together,

after studying the block chain technology of virtual currency, currently, the

project of grey cloud will include Grey Cloud Protocol trading platform, grey

cloud platform, grey cloud information and grey cloud domestic and

international trading platform. Strive to create the latest block chain

intelligent contract application, deep data mining, distributed layout, high

intelligence, intimate experience of the scene.

Chapter 5 disclaimers and risk
statements

The information contained in this chapter is risk warning, please

read it carefully.

This document is intended for informational purposes only and does

not constitute any form of investment advice, investment intent or

investment solicitation.This document shall not constitute nor be

construed to provide for any sale or purchase, or any invitation to buy or

sell any form of securities, or any form of contract or commitment.

In the ICO plan to participate in the gray cloud agreement, the

user must have a good understanding and clear gray cloud development
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route and understand the relevant risks of the block chain industry,

once investors participate in the investment that is to understand and

accept the project risk, and is willing to personally bear all the

corresponding results or consequences.Encryption currency is an early and

high-risk industry, investment and to participate in, need to be very careful,

the project may be because of its legitimacy, market demand, technical or

other uncontrollable reasons cause the failure of project development,

project failure may lead you into the worst results of all the currency or

other currency will not be repaid.These risk users must be aware of before

participating in a grey cloud investment project.

Grey cloud expressly disclaims any direct or indirect losses

caused by its participation in the grey cloud project, including:

（1） The reliability of all information provided in this document;

（2） Any errors, omissions or inaccuracies arising therefrom;

（3） Or any behavior that results from it;
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（4） The gray cloud protocol is not an ownership and control

right. Holding the gray cloud protocol does not represent the

ownership of the gray cloud project or the gray cloud application.

The gray cloud protocol does not grant any individual or any person

the right to participate in, control or make decisions about the gray

cloud project and the gray cloud application.

9.2 risk statement:

（1） Risks related to core protocol of underlying technology of

blockchain

The Grey Cloud Protocol and grey cloud applications are developed

based on the underlying technology protocol of blockchain. Therefore,

failures, unexpected functional problems or attacks on the core protocol

of any underlying technology of blockchain may cause the Grey Cloud

Protocol or grey cloud project to stop working or lose functions in

unexpected ways.

（2） Risks associated with judicial supervision

Blockchain technology has become the main object of supervision in

various countries in the world. If the regulatory body intervenes or

exerts influence, the grey cloud project or grey cloud agreement may be

affected by it, such as legal restrictions on the use, sales, electronic

tokens, such as the grey cloud agreement may be restricted, which may

hinder or even directly terminate the development of the grey cloud

project.

（3） The risk of a lack of attention to the grey cloud project

The possibility that the grey cloud project is not used by a large

number of individuals or organizations means that there is not enough

public interest to develop and develop these related distributed

applications, and such a lack of interest may negatively impact the Grey

Cloud Protocol and the grey cloud project.

（4） The risk of hacking or theft
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There is a possibility that a hacker or other organization or

country may attempt to disrupt a grey cloud project or function in

any way, including a service attack, Sybil attack, travel attack,

malware attack or consistency attack.

（5） Vulnerability risk or the risk that the discipline of

cryptography will grow by leaps and bounds

The rapid development of cryptography or technology such as the

development of grey cloud computer, or the risk of cracking cryptography

tokens and grey cloud platform, which may lead to the loss of Grey Cloud

Protocol.

（6） Gray cloud protocol mining attack risk

Like other decentralized cryptography tokens and encrypted tokens,

used for ash cloud protocol program block chain is easy to dig attacks,

such as double attack, high proportion calculate force attack, "self-

interest" dig attack, excessive competition, any successful attack on

the ash cloud applications, is a risk for ash agreement, despite the

grey clouds very efforts to improve system security, but the above dig

against risk is real.

（7） Other unforeseen risks

Cryptographic tokens are a new and untested technology, and in

addition to the risks mentioned in this white paper.
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There are also risks that the gray cloud team has not mentioned or

anticipated, and other risks that may crop up or come in combinations of

multiple risks that have been mentioned

conclusion
The application of blockchain technology is still in its infancy.

However, with the popularization of basic knowledge and the research and

development and improvement of many entrepreneurial teams, it is

imperative for blockchain technology to be comprehensively applied in

the future, and it may also become the greatest Internet innovation

technology in the 21st century.The grey cloud team hopes to add to the

development of blockchain technology. If you have any intention to cooperate

or invest in our blockchain application project, please contact us. If you are

interested in the development of blockchain technology programmers,

you can also contact us.

Grey cloud official website:www.greycloudprotocol.com
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